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The rain subsided just long
enough for the competitors in the
Johnson Pond Regatta to make the
third annual race across the pond on
this past Saturday at noon.
Five boats competed for the prize
of $200, but only the unnamed boat
of Justin Stempeck '03, Mike Cox '03,
\ and Jared Eggers '03 took the cake.
The goal was to race across, touch
the land on the other side with a
hand; and then go back to the start¦' '¦• ¦{¦¦¦ ¦ " ¦ -, ' -'
. •
ing point. ;.
•
.
Johnson Chaplin, Mary Low, and
Lovejoy Commons sponsored the
race. Incentives other than the cash
* . - ' prize for , the most creatively
designed boat included spin art, frisbee and tie-dye from 11 - 3pm.
, ' . ' - After the first 30 seconds, the race
seemed to be in {the bag for
Stempeck's boat. "I looked backhand
¦
saw how much trouble the other
boats were having, and I realized
»
that we had it," said Stempeck.
It seemed like no contest as the
expertl y crafted no-name boat oi

Stejtnpic^ C6x^hU"E"g^ersTsliced
through the water. "We were actually surprised at how well the boatworked," Stempeck said.
They constructed the boat at the
home of Doug Laliberte '03 in
Winsbw.
"We really couldn't have done it
without the help of Doug," said
Stempeck, "He is great with tools
and building things, so I think our
boat was successful because of his
':¦
help." •
.
The "Tupelo Honey," another
' ' :_ '"' " . ' ¦ ¦'
boat in the' regatta, which came in
7 ¦' • "' ¦ '
' ' ' ¦ . ¦;- '
' :'-.: :. '¦
'
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- . '. "¦
- - .; •
second, was made of a plywood type Man. made boats compeitf in the Head o) e the J ohnson Regatta Saturday on Johnson Pond.
material,". 2x4s .- and drywall screws
"Our boat was actually made of
raft of wood and bottles in the hall of and capes and thongs worn over the go all the way next year."
and was about 15 feet long.
^
"
cardboard from Wal-Mart aiid
a
boat
made
b
j
ust
into
"Dez
Nuts,
Friday
spandex.
night
y
"It was a great experience, their Averill dorm,
¦—_—
"
•
"
•-—-—
'04,
duct
tape," said St. Pierre, who was
—a_good
and—
Colin
Witherill
'04,
.
Wong
~was-such—.
Jeff
" Saturday morning.
—-Ryan
.sport
because iris fun for everybody;
in
charge
of making the paddles
Adam
St.
Pierre
'04,
and
Eric
Fitz
'04
about
wearing
the
spandex
and
down
bottles
and
"We were tying
is one of my favorite events of the
from
tennis
racquets.
but
he
had
to
draw
the
made
it
across,
but
only
with
the
almost
ri
ht
everything,
year," said Meade Barlow '03 of the finishing our boat
g up
Because
of
the bad weather, the
"
help
swimming
alongsaid
Herbert.
Her
of
the
crew
line
at
the
thong,"
until the race, said Sweeney.
regatta.
crowd
was
not
as big as it h^s been
side.
it
on
a
nail
during
the
made
thong caught
Cate Sweeney '04, Ryan Glennon Although their boat only
but
an: entertaining time
to
win
so
that
in
the
past,
but
"We
were
hoping
race
and
caused
them
to
tt
'04,
before
sinking,they
c^e
j
.
. and about halfway
p
'04, .Christina Dotchin
was
had
by
our
turtle
a
new
all.
acrossr*w
e
could
and
they
recovered
and
made
it
buy
pet
themselves
Sharon Herbert '03, manned'another thoroughly enjoyed
.
There is already a rivalry starting
"But I was a little disappointed tanE;"--9aid^Vitherill who, along
hope to do it next year.
boat, the "Lola."
wore
white
for
next year; according to Herbert,
with
the
rest
of
the
team,
thong,
and
we
"Lola"
even
went
that
I
wore
a
leopard
The
crew
of
the
"We had a lot of fun through the
"They
all better watch out for Lola
tank
drawing
of
their
't
even
win
most
creative,"
tops
a
didn
as
far
as
to
coordinate
and
make
uniwith.,
whole process of building and rac". ¦
- 'next
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definitel
turtle
on
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,
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superhero
t-shirts,
Dotchin,
joke
d
y
ing/i-said. Dotchin. They built their forms of spandex
"
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Jackson takes over
as Spa coordinator

""

.,

¦

Cultural Chair lines up high-profile speakers

By GAVIN O'BRIEN

Colby community. To organize
events a variety of people will be
interested in, Jackson welcomes
feedback and suggestions on what
The Joseph Famil y Spa hosts people want for Spa activities.
"1 have a boss (in the Spa) and a
man.y_oL_Coll2y^£__ni0^.t_|2op_ular :
events, such as dances, guest enter- lot of friends around campus," says
tainers, and a cappella concerts , The Jackson. "I talk to them to see what
Spa employs a student Spa coordi- they think." He also mentions the
nate^ in order to manage the neces- importance of communicating with
sary tasks involved with putting on the commons leaders in order to get
these events. This year 's new Spa ideas, coordinate events, and avoid
Coordinator is Thomas Jackson '03.
conflicts.
Jackson
Most Spa events
will
be
for this semester are
responsible
still in the planning
for planning
stages.
and organizA pre-event gathing events for
ering in the Spa prior
students
in
to the SoT^y Canto
the Spa, and
concert is planned for
wa.s ch osen
this Friday, Sept. 28.
from
those
Last year a hypnotist
who app lied
who entertained stuto the Student
dents in the Spa
Activities
attracted a large audioffice,
ence, and it is likel y thn^ there will
Jackson's, involvement tvith the be a hypnotist performing there
Spa began when his friend " Coy again sometime in October.
Dailey '01, recommended that he
Students can also expect many of
seek the Spa Coordinator ' positiojn .
the same types of activities seen at
"Coy did the job last yenr," the Spa in the past. Last year 's proJackson says, "He thought I wibuld gramming included such events as
be good at it and convinced me to dances, musica l groups, entertaini
ers, Colb y lmprov shows, and stuapply for the j ob."
It could be a daunting task for dent poetry readings. Colby's a capone person to be in charge of all Spa See SPA continued
on
happenings, but Jackson has the
support of many members of the page 3
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Kate Magnuson '02, Cultural Chair.

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NF.WS EDITO R
Now an even more influential
position in the Student Government
Association (SGA) due to Colb y 's
enthusiasm for diversity on campus,'
SGA Cultural Chair K.1teMagnuson
'02 is responsible for bringing "cultural events " to cnrppus. Such events
include speakers, performance
groups," or providing a certain theme
for an occasion. Magnuson works
closely with the Social Programming
Board to p lan weekend events, as
well as with Social Chair, Mike
Bergnn '02.

I1KAD SliYMOUR/-COLBY HCI IO

There is not a drastic difference
between Social and Cultural chair:
Bergan is responsible for recruiting
paid events, such as concerts, while
Magnuson's focus is geared more
towards cultural awareness on campus.
The process of bringing speakers
to campus, Magnuson said, is much
like making plans througlVn travel
agent, Speaker bureau agencies constantl y send brochures to her, from
which she selects interesting and
affordable , speakers. Finall y, a contract is drawn up nnd signed by both
parties.
Magnuson said that , generall y,
she plans to hold one event per

In response to the recent terrorist
attacks, President William D. "Bro"
Adams has , given the Cultural
Events Committee (CEC), co-chaired
by Professor Raffae] Scheck and
Brush, the task of coordinating all
terrorism-related campus events.
Because many students and faculty have expressed interest in organizing such events, Dean of Faculty
Edward Yeterian attended the most
recent CEC meeting. He informed
the members of this task and delegated them three assignments: to
coordinate campus events so as to
avoid dup lication of events, to
assure that events are not scheduled
on the same day, and to ease access
to funding for event projects. Funds
are being provided by the CEC,
President Adams, and the Cotter
Debate Fund.
The duration of events is not prescribed; rather, this will be an ongoing series that will last , as -long- aa
there is interest.
Usuall y responsible for onl y
sponsoring and organizing campU9
events, Brush commented that "this
undertaking is different from what
the CEC usuall y does, but we are
definitel y up to the task."
- On Sept. 22, Yeterian notified all
faculty nnd students of these plans
through a mass email. He encouraged anyone who has ideas and
wants to take initiative (whether or
not funding is necessary ) to contact
the CEC th rough Vanessa DuPont
(vbdupont@colby.edu) in the Dean
of Students office.

Alcohol p olicy up f or
five ye ar review this
f all.

Emma McCandless
discusses alternatives
to drinkinggames.

Shakespeare adapta, tion "O' debuts at
Railroad Square.

month, with the exception of the academically shorter months (like
December). She will also frequentl y
fund smaller events. As of now,
three major speakers have been
scheduled between earl y October
and early November,
On Oct. 8, former Boy Scout
Leader James Dale, vyill.speak about
his dismissal from the Boy Scout
Troop due to his homosexuality;
On Oct. 17, Magnuson, the Colby
Republicans led by Peter Brt)sh '03
and Bill y Thompson '03, and The
Young Americas Foundation (a conservative, non-profit organization)
will
co-sponsor constitutional
lawyer and author Ann Coulter, who
will represent the conservative
counter opinion on the Dale case. In
response to these speeches there will
be a student debate/discussion the
following day in the Pugh Center.
All are welcome.
On Nov. 5th, former Cultural
Chair Jake Conklin '00 will take the
stage. He is now the founder and
directo r of a charitable organization,
which provides services throughout
the world , focusing in • South
America.
Additionall y, actor Dan Lauria —
Kevin 's father on The Wonder Years
and former classmate of Dean of
Students Janice Kassman—will be
speaking at some point during the
.semester.
Next semester, Magnuson plans
to work more with club leaders,
hoping to bring -speakers of specific
student interests,
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Colby looks to the future: the
Strategic Planning Brocess

By EMILY HONIG

tionjal goals. These include reaffirming Colby's mission statement, developing long-terrrrplanp
Last Monday, Colby students for finances and admissions, and"
received an e-mail that cryptically studying Colby 's relationship
deiscribed a "draft report" with with the city of Wateryille.
"proprietary information" that
Within the wider structure of
should not be "shared beyoncLthe the Planning objectivies are several
college at this timer^^-T— -———- areas-that-will-be -losel^studiecL
The email was sent to alert the to further the evolution, of the
Colby community to the fact that College. These Include Academic
the Prospectus for Strategic Planning, Student Life Planning,
Planning for Colby was posted Enrollment , Planning, Financial
online on Wednesday.
Structure arid Resources, Physical
This length y document in Plant and Facilities, Development
Programs,
many ways echoes President and
Alumni
William D. "Bro" Adams' State of Informational Resources and
the College speech, describing the Technology Planning, The Future
way tiie College^inteniis^o^pro- "of Watervillerand-Market Survey
and
ceed in the coming years,
Research, . Positioning,
The
Planning
Communications.
Objectives
included in the Prospectus are of .— The writers of trie Strategic
two kinds: Institutional and Planning Prospectus stress that
Functional.
p lanning; arid implementation of
Institutional Objectives are plans for Colby 's -future should be
those which deal with how Colby an inclusive process, influenced
should grow and change as an by administration, faculty, alumni,
educational institute, such as and students.
improving academics, reputation,
. Therefore, there will be several
and diversity.
committees involved. The first of
Meanwhile, the Functional these is the President 's Planning
Objectives are concerned with Group, which will be comprised
how to go about business at Colby, of the President of the College, six
and how to achieve the institu- faculty members, the Presiden t
STAFF WRITER

and the Vice. President of the
Student Goyernrhent Association,
two student
representatives
appointed by the SGA, the senior
administrative staff, and the
Treasurer and the Assistant Vice
President for -Finance and the
Director of Personnel Services.
_-.™Beyond^theJiighly^comprehensive President's Planning Group,
which will have the largest part in
making plans for Colby,, other
groups will be key in advancing
the p lanning initiatives. "
These groups include the
Senior Administrative Staff, the
Campus Governance Structure
(the pre-existing staff , which
includes deans and administrative
officials), The Board of Trustees,
and the Executive Committee." In
addition, ad hoc .committees will
be created as needed, and several
of the Standing Committees of the
Board will receive regular reports
on the progression of p lanning.
It is important to remember
that the Prospectus is in no way a
final plan. It is expected that a
final draft of the Strategic Plan for
Colby will "be comp leted and
approved' by the end of January
2002. :

'Real World's' Powell discusses multicultura lism
By GAVIN O'BRIEN
FEATURES EDITOR

On Tuesday,Kevin Powell spoke
at a Wellness Lecture entitled,
"Living in a Multicultural America."
He discussed a variety of ,topics^
relatingjoj hejjxperience of
people of color in colleges and in
general American society.
On the recent terrorist attacks,
Powell warned the audience to
avoid
racism
against ArabAmericans, asking them, "are we
going to perpetuate the same kind of
intolerance as we have over the past
200 years?" He cited the importance
of acknowledging the presence of
Native Americans and the contnbiP '
tions of all immigrants to American
culture.

Although many claim that
America is a diverse and accepting
society, he warned the students not
to be complacent, and that there are
still many problems with racism and
prejudice that divide America today.
Powell shared his anger relating
to hypocritical Americans who
speak of patriotism in the wake of
the recent traged y while simultaneously advocating war and discrimination, as well as those who have
only shown l their patriotism in the

By LAUREL WOODWARD

The Colby website is the first
glimpse that many get of Colb y
College> and it is the homo page for
most students and faculty at Colby.
The webpage is an integral part of
life at Colby and it, just as dorms
and academic buildings, needs to be
kept up, President William D. "Bro"
Adams has appointed ^ a group to
take care of the website and to
ensure its growth.
According
to Director
of
Communications Stdve Collins, "The
Colby website alone has something
in the neighborhood of 40,000 or so
pages, and will continue to grow in
the future ."
It is in response to this continuing
expansion and the persisting
demand for superior performance

Kevin Powell sp eaks ibith Mind y P into '02 (lef t) and Tamika Gambrell '03 fo llowing Tuesday 's Wellness Lecture.
,
'
last few weeks.
"If it takes a great traged y for you
to have any sense of humanity," he
said, "what kind of person are you?"
Powell also spoke on several

and resources, that in the spring of
2001, President Adams .Ipproved' the
creation of a Web Management
group, comprised of members of the
Colby community.
The group is chaired by the Vice
President of College Relations
Rand y Helm , and also " includes
Collins, Director of Administrative
Computing Cath y Lang lais , Web
Manager Karen Oh, Director of
Information Technology Services
(ITS) Ray Phillips, and several other
members of the administrative staff.
Adams himself was unavailable
for comment, but according to
Collins, "he approved this particular
group because he was looking for a
wny to focus the priorities of the college, and its resources in a way that
benefits everyone and minimizes
maintenance."
To this end, the Web Management

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups

Earn $ 1,()00-$2,0Q0 this semester
with the easy Ciimpusfundiniscr.coni
three hour fundraising event. Does
not Involve credit curd implications.
Fundraising dates nre Tilling quickly,
so call today I
Coiiluct CiHnpiisfiiiMlnil.ser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
ww.cnmmi.sftindralscr.com

Sol y Canto
On Friday, Sept. 28, at 9
p.m. the musical group Sol
y Canto will perform m the
Page Commons room of
Cotter Union. Sol y Canto
is a bilingual and multicultural Boston-based Latin
music ensemble. Their
music features a wideyariety-of-Latin-Ameriean-and
Caribbean dance and folk
rhythms. Boston Magazine
has named Sol y Canto
Best of Boston for Latin
rhythms.
Felipe Rodriguezj
r
"7SlThur7^
y, 0^4, at8
p.m. Felipe Rodriguez of
of
the
University
Wisconsin-Milwauicee will
present a musical journey
into the diversity within
Latinos in the U.S. The
event will take place in the;
Pugh Center of Cotter
Union.
Casco Bay Tumpilers
On Saturday, Sept. 29,
the Casco Bay Tummlers'
will perform a concert of
Klezmer music at Colby
College in Waterville. The!
concert, part of the 20012002 Music at Colby coiir
cert series, begins at 7:30
p.m. in Lorimer Chapel
and is free of charge. The
Casco ^ay-Tummlers combine excellent musicianship with a playful spirit. .
German Award
Associate : Professor of
German James Mclntyre
Will receive one of nine
national certificates of
merit from the American
Association of Teachers of
German at an awards lun-:
cheon in Washington in
November. The AATG and
the Goethe-Institut have
presented these awards
since 1978 to honor "outstanding achievement in
furthering the teaching of
German in schools, colleges, and universities in
the U.S."

other topics besides discrimination.
He mentioned the alienation people
feel due to the invasive nature of
"information " technology that
decreases real human interaction

and tends to make people "dumb
and dumber." The use of war language in sports was another issue he
confronted in the lecture.
Powell's message_,for the Colby

MIKE MELOSKI/COLBY ECHO
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students was above all, for them to
become broadly educated and well-

see WELLNESS continued
on page 3

Web Management Group examines Colby.edu
STAFF WRITER
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group has begun to scrutinize the
Colby website, in conjun ction with
the
administrative
available
resources, to determine more efficient and superior ways to harness
the resources available to best benefit students, faculty, and staff at
Colby. They intend to provide the
highest possible service available in
the world of communications,
In the past, two principal groups
have determined web resources at
Colby: Communications and ITS. r
Each of these groups, however,
has an a rray of responsibilities, onl y
one of which includes maintenance
of web resources. Recently,it became
increasing ly evident that there was a
need for some form of mediation to
assure that Communications arid ITS
were working to the same end.
Prior to the spring, these two
groups were working separately, but
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Here's What's Haying Friday, Sep*. 2fi
through Thursday, Oct. 4
;

BREAD

Hours
5:00 AM - 2:00 AM

P0UL1N & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
1.66 Silver Street0490

of needs and determines priori ties to
assure that we have the resources
necessary for the deployment of
these goals."
Collins furthered this thought by
say ing, "The Web Management
Group helps to determine ways to
efficientl y manage and , maintain
Colby 's website, determine general
priorities, and assure that as jobs
come in nnd positions are created in
web resou rces, the responsibilities of
each position are necessary and
clear ,"... ,.
The group is working to assure
that all moves made toward the
improvement of Colby 's web
resources, are necessary and effective to the goal of maximizing the
online resources available to the
Colby community, and improving
the online experience for students.

*i«l-MilMlli 'IWi*IW'iilfllil l»illll ^^
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the crea tion of the Web Management
Group ascertains that, in the futurd
at least, the motives and priorities of
both Communications and ITS will
overlap.
"The web here at Colby is used
for a variety of purposes: scholarl y
and administrative functions, curriculum , academics, and as a vehicle
of communication with the world
outside of the Colby bubble," said
Philli ps. "The Web Management
Group, first and foremost, works to
coordinate what is being done in
communications and ITS, to make
sure that the goals and purposes of
each do not conflifct. Beyond this, the
group is examining the purposes
and priorities of work on the web in
an attempt to coordinate efforts to
meet the whole range of student
needs both on and off-campus. It
focuses on understanding an array

Notable Songwriter
•
"My Country 'Tis of
Thee" has no doubt been
heard by many at Colby in
the recent weeks, but they
may not be aware of its origins. Samuel Francis Smith
(1808-1895), the author of
the words for the patriotic
anthem, was not only a
songwriter but also a professor at Colby. From 1834
to 1842, he was a pastor in
Waterville
and
was
Professor of Modern
Languages at Waterville
College (now known as
Colby College). In 1842, he
moved
to
Newton,;
Massachusetts, where hcJ
stayed until 1854, when hebecame editor of the publications of the Baptist
Missionary Union.
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WELLNESS: Real Worlder
sp eaks out about r-ga/Jife
continued from page 2

read citizens/ while avoiding a "dis- Rhymes and Rage." The exhibit
torted and mythological perspective originated at the Rock and Roll Hall
oi history." His advice was to "ques-- of Fame in Cleveland, OH.
At the Brooklyn Museum, it
tion everything that's thrown at
you... you 've got to read> you've got showcased clothing and accessories
to travel... Read and study and ask worn by artists such as Afrika
i the hard questions. You owe it to Bambaataa, Run-DMC, The Beastie
Boys, Salt N' Pepa, Tupac Shakur,
yourself to do so."
He told of his experiences with Puff Dadd y, Eminem, and Missy
~We~althy ~college~students who tend- Elliot. - Other items include manued to develop a "myopic, limited scripts of lyrics by artists Public
worldview." While being wealthy is Enemy, Ice-T, and Arrested
not inherently negative, Powell said, Developrnent; a letter from the F.B.I.
it becomes a problem when students to Priority Records expressing conlook down upon those with less cern- over the group N.W.A.; and
*money or refuse to become more audio
components used by
knowledgeable of other groups of Grandmaster Flash.
Powell and Co-founde/Darwin
people.
——Following—the—lecture-^was-_a -BeauAzais,-4il-Ehiladjelp]lia_iattorney
lengthy question and answer sec- and long-standing friend, are
tion, which . became emotionally designing Get Up On It to create
charged at times as students awareness of social and political
revealed feelings of alienation and issues among.young people. It uses
•discrimination within the Colby public figures to spearhead a media
community. Powell urged the stu- campaign that aims to get members
dents to be multiculturally aware of the hip-hop generation off the
while maintaining their own cultur- street corners and into the voting
al identities, and work against insti- booths and city hall. "Our basic goal
tutionalized racism wherever it is is to be a little bit broader than Rock
the Vote in terms of trying to raise
found .
" Kevin Powell is perhaps best social consciousness among young
known for his 1992 appearance . on people, specifically young people in
MIV's first season of The Real the inner city," said Powell in an
World (New York City). He has since interview with the Weekly Wire.
Lydia Bolduc-Marden, who orgabecome one of the most respected
hip-hop journalists, having written nizes the Wellness Lecture series,
features on Mike Tyson, Tupac comments on Powell's popularity
k~=
with Colby stuSRpSaifra'nd myrdents in the past.
iad others as a
"He was suggestsenior
writer
for
*
ed
by
the
lV3.be Magazine.
Multicultural
articles,
; His
A f ,f a i r s
and
; essays,
Committee. He
feviews have also
came to Colby a
appeared in The
few years ago and
New York Times,
students really
Rolling
Stone,
liked him." The
The
; ". Essence,
* Washington Post,
Multicultural
¦
A f f a i ¦ _* ' _
George, Code,
Committee proMs., and else-; '¦ where.
posed that he be
,
invited
back
Powell
has
; published four
again, this time to
books, including "Keepin' It Real: give a Wellness Lecture. ,
Three Wellness Lectures- for this
Post-MTV Reflections on Race, Sex,
and Politics" and "Recognize," a col- month have been postponed.
lection of his poetry. His latest is Bolduc-Marden has rescheduled the
"Step Into A World: A Global speakers for the following dates.
Anthology of The New Black Murray Banks will present a humorLiterature," which includes writings bus motivational presentation with
from 100 authors born between 1957 tips to move beyond managing
stress on Oct. 2. Mike Green will be
and 1977.
Not only a writer, poet, speaker, at Colby on Nov. 28 to talk about the
and activist, Powell has also ven- "Four Stages of Drinking" and
rured .into the art world. Last year he Jackson Katz's lecture about men's
was the guest curator of an exhibit at violence against women will be held
the Brooklyn Museunv ^bf Art enti- the last week of February.
tled "Hip-Hop Nation: Roots,

SPA: No beer, more f urniture
continued f roihpage 1
pella group concerts will continue to
be held in the Spa. Their concerts
Will be scheduled as the year progresses.
Much of the Spa programming
provides alcohol-free alternatives to
parties and other weekend events.
This can often be a challenge for the
event coordinator.
"It's hard to compete with the
party scene and alcohol," Jackson
says. He will try to increase attendance at Spa events by finding out
from the students themselves what
type of programming they would be
interested in seeing, and responding
to the demand. Scheduling Spa
events for times that do not coincide
with other major events around
campus is also essential to ensuring
that they are well-attended.

Waterville, Maine's
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By GAVIN O'BRIEN
FEATURES EPITOR

Organized ; Against
Society
Racism (SOAR) is a group of people
at Colby who have been active In
raising awareness of multicultural
issues, combating racism at Colby
and beyond, and promoting discussion on a variety of topics important
to living in a diverse society.
Their alternating weekly meetings and dinner discussions have
become a popular way" of hearing a
broad range of viewpoints from professors and fellow students alike.
Dr. Darryl Smaw of Brown
University founded SOAR in 1982
along with representatives from ten
institutions of higher education. The
founding group was comprised of
Brown,
Bowdoin,
Amherst,
Dartmouth, Fitchburg State, Tufts,
Smith, Trinity, Wesleyan and
Wheaton.
The primary, goal of the organization is to combat racism on college
campuses by developing a variety of
educational strategies which would
encourage faculty, students, administrators and staff to:actively address
the insidious nature of racism and
initiate changes to reduce the.effects
of prejudice and bigotry. At Colby the group was originalBRAD SEYMOUR/COLBY ECHO
.
ly known as Students Organized Pete Girard'02r Ryan Swank '03, and J ason Boiigere-X 03 sttTin the SOAR office .
Against Racism until several years
ago, when "Colby made the conscious choice to change it to he more i:each-in on Dinesh D'Souza when he very well attended every week."
history,beginning with the turbulent
inclusive," according to Ryan Swank came to speak at Colby last year, disOn weeks when the Foss meet- attempts to form an anti-slavery
'03, one of the club's executive board tributing, information to counter ings are not being held, there are society in 1833 up until last year 's
members. It is now called the Society some Of his claims, and handing out SOAR discussions on Thursdays at political protests in Quebec, Georgia,
Organized Against Racism to reflect ribbons to those attending the lec- 9;00.p.m. in the Philson Lounge. "We and Washington, D.C,
that it welcomes not only students ture.
There are also many reports on
put a topic out and people come to
Two weeks ago, SOAR held a talk about it," says Swank.
interesting people who paved the
but professors, staff and administrameeting to gather ideas for this
On Sundays the executive board way to making Colby a more diverse
tors as well.
Among the notable events orga- year 's events and activities. SOAR's meets, which, Juskewitch says, is and tolerant place, including
nized by SOAR last year were those executive board Will discuss the list comprised of "people from student "Janitor Sam" Osborne, Louise
coinciding with Columbus Day. "We of suggestions andr plans to imple- gatherings, who want to be involved Coburn (first female trustee), and
in planning."
had a table in the student center ment them.
-Ninetta Runnals (advocate for
Already scheduled are regular
Several members of SOAR, Women's rights). Many of these
with a video giving a critical look at
Columbus Day from the perspective discussions ^ivith professors in the including Swank, have also been names are familiar to Colby stuof Native Americans, a more bal- Foss private ; dining room on involved in a proje ct with Professor dents, appearing as building, and
Education
and
Human p lace names around campus, but
anced view of Columbus," says Thursdays at 5:30 p.m. the first, on of
Swank. Ribbons were distributed to September 20, featured Sociology Development Mark Tappan - that few are aware of the stories and
involves "highlighting various struggles behind them.
show solidarity with Native professor Alec Campbell.
"I n the past these meetings;-whit:h inspirational-people and events, and
"It is called 'The Untold Story'
American issues and protest the celebration of the,controversial holiday. SOAR began midway through-the how they worked to change things because it includes events that tend
to get lost in the shuffle," says
SOAR also arranged for a video last school year, have been success- on campus," according to Swank.
The project is entitled "The Swank. The entire project can be
showing followed by a discussion ful. Justin Juskewitch '04, another
on
the
web
at
on issues relating' to Columbus Day leader of SOAR, reports that "the Untold Story: Activism & Social accessed
It
features
informawww.colby
.edu/
educa
h t t p :/ /
and American history. They also response has been very surprising, Justice at Colby."
were involved in organizing the (the dinner meetings) have been tion ..on events throughout Colby's tion/activism/ .

The Bridge redefines role
in struggle for gay equality

i The Spa recently underwent several changes to its physical interior,
including-the addition of couches
and other furniture to the lower
level where Spa events take p lace. It
is not yet known if this will pose any
problems. The new furniture could
potentially affect spa programming,
as it could limit the room's seating
capacity and may have to be
removed whenever an event takes
p lace.
Many of last year 's Spa events
drew large crowds that were difficult to contain even before the addition of the large furniture. "PPD
doesn 't want to keep moving the
furniture in and out," says Jackson,
"It's something we'll have to figure
out."

Metric Motors , Inc J ^

*
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SOAR continues the fight
against raeism, this year

Tf t e Bridge Office in the Pugh Center.

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Bridge, a' group that serves the
lesbian, gay men, bisexual, trnnsgendered people, nnd straight allies of
Colby, started off the academic year
attempting to define what their role
will be this year at Colby.
At the fi rst Bridge meeting of this
academic year, it wns noted by its president, Holly Brewster '02, that, "until
now, the group hasn't been welldefi ned." Paralleling with Colby's
recent activism trend, the Bridge is
looking to "take a more political
atance," says Brewster.
Like any student-run organization,
the fu ture and direction of the Brid ge
depends on the Initiative nnd ideas of
its members, the purpose of the first
meeting was to generate ideas and
review what the Bridge has previousl y
accomplished. It was noted that, at the

moment, the Brid ge has a lot of
momentum due to last spring, when
the Student Government Association
(SGA) put forth n petition for a Queer
Studies Program, in addition to the
success of the Colby, Bates, Bowdoin
(CBB) Diversity Conference, Pride
Week, iind both Brid ge-sponsored
dances,
"Events like the dances should continue," said Beth Dushmnn '03,
"because Ihey mnde people feel a lot
more comfortable."
Another successful creation of last
year was the "Questioning and
Curious (Q & C)" support group,
established primari ly for those who are
questioning
sexuality .
their
Theoretically Q & C was established so
thnt the Bridge could tnke n more political turn, but so far, the Bridge has
functioned more as a support group
thnn a political group. Most likely, Q &
C will run again, but perhapB, under a

HRAD SI'YMOUR/COI.BY EC I IO

different name, since some expressed
concern thnt the label "Questioning
and Curious" may be daunting to
some who are.
Either way, members of (he Brid ge
made it clear that the group needs to
extend beyond support nnd discussion
into politics, dorm life, nnd even into
the Waterville community. Kate Russo
'04, a former Waterville resident, suggested llint ihe Brid ge hel p create n
parallel assemblage at Waterville Hi gh
School, where they have no such
group. It wns even suggested thnt the
Bridge invite Waterville students to
attend its own meetings.
The Bridge's Mission Statement
snys thnt "it will benefit the Colby
Maine
Wnterville/Central
nnd
Communities by promoting an understanding concerning homosexunlity."
Members of the Brid ge thought it
unlikel y thnt a high school student
would come to the campus, but, as

Brewster noted, "if s more the point of
ju§t putting it out there."
In addition to assisting Waterville
Hi gh School, the Bridge generated various other ideas. With the SGA's support for a Queer Studies Program, the
group is waiting for President Adams'
approval and assistance for its initiation. At that point, it will be a matter of
working with faculty and the administration to finalize the structure and
options for the program.
Feeling that the Brid ge is very
detached . from dorm life in general,
Theriault suggested thejneorporation
of the Brid ge into the residence halls,
Ideally, members of the Bridge or anyone who shows interest would do fun
dorm workshops to educate students
about homosexuality and the Brid ge
itself.
' * Following the success of the ColbyBates-Bowdoin
(CBB)
Diversity
Conference, there was talk of contacting Bates and Bowdoin to potentiall y,
po61 resources, idens, nnd support
townrd s the respective GLBT (Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual, Trnnsgender) enmpus orgnnizalions.
Speakers, for exnmple, are both
very influential nnd expensive, so
working together would both enhance
the CBB unity and ennblc grenter pos-,
sibilities for the Brid ge, Bates' GLBA
(Gny, Lesbian, and Bisexual Alliance),
nnd Bowdoin's B-GLAD (Bisexual,
Gay, Lesbian Alliance for Diversity),
Other suggestions include a
Wellness Leclure relnted to issues of
homosexunlity, attendance of the
Multicultural Affairs Committee's
foru m on sexual orientntion, fostering
nlumnne relations, and simp ly bringing a friend to weekly Bridge meetings.
At Wednesday's meeting, Janine
Elliot '04 recalled n moment nt one of
the Brid ge-sponsored dnnces Inst year
where she had a conversation with an
alumnus, who wns both shocked nnd
thrilled to see not only same-sex couples on the dnnce-floor, but the general
support of the student body, strai ght
nnd gay alike.

Alcohol policy up for review
<^

By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
'¦ ¦;• • '

NEWS EDITOR
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University of Oklahoma student

"Every few years the impact of alcohol is studied at Colby and a report is
1
issued by of the Trustee Cornmission
on Alcohol. In May of 1996 a report
came out and this October another is
report is due.
; The Committee met five times in
its entirety and on fourteen separate
occasions. Their findings were on
many different levels. They looked at
aspects of a student's life including
academic life, social rli|_____ _r ;l even
home life. The committee then made
recornmendations to try and make
alcohol a less central part of the lives
of students at Colby.
The report states; "We have come
to understand that the issue of alcohol
use, both on and off the campus, is a
conununity^one.-We_are-seeking-to
educate the community to encourage
everyone to share in the goal of supporting a-'Canypus culture where alcohol will not be central to campus life,
where all persons will be honored,
and where civilityand respect for the
educational process, both inside and
outside of the classroom, are paramQurttt.,... . „_,
¦
'. . The peopfe^working on the report
were concerned with a few major
areas of improvement. They gave recommendations that related to alcohol
and student accountability, academic
Jand intellectual life, initiatives to
enhance social life, social functions in
'residence halls and general other recommendations.
The community responsibility-was
.divided up into different sections: the
Ideal cornirnrnityand the off campus
students. Recommendations were
imade concerning both areas. Some
ideas that the committee had were
speaking with local authorities, liquor
stores, and hospitals about their concerns about alcohol abuse and Colby's
.wish to curb such problems. Another
¦
[recommendation -wasi to make this
information a part of the off-campus
permission form.
;¦. Alcohol and student accountability
;was another area that receiyeaVmuch
;attention by the committee. Their
;main recommendation was that the
Student handbook should be made
^clearer on its policies concerning alcohol, and that hall staff and other leaders speak with students concerning
the responsibilities each semester.
A very important section of the

Federal authorities investigating last week's terrorist attacks
are looking into a former
University of Oklahoma student
detained by immigration officials
in Norman, Oklahoma, Sept. 11.
—"Hussein Al-Attas has been
transferred to a facility in New
York, arid the FBI is ihvestig¥tihg
his connection to another man
' V^--^
detained in Minnesota:
The
Immigration
and
Naturalization Service detained
Al-Attas the day of the attacks,
but he may have had a previous
run-in with the INS on a trip to
Minnesota - this summer, said
~wh"o
lSitchell"Gra^7^rrattom "ey
practices immigration law.
The FBI is investigating ,Atr
Attas because ^Ke" may have driven Zacarias Moussaoui jt'o
Minnesota- this summer, _ Gray
¦said
The
INS
detained
Moussaoui on August 17th after
his flight instructor became susp icious of his requests for training on jet simulators.
According
to
published
reports, French intelligence Officials tell the FBI that Moussaoui
is a hi gh-ranking operative in
Osama .bin Laden's terrorist organization. - , - ¦"... . ¦
Moussaoui trained at Airman
Fli ght School from February to
May 29th and left without warning or getting his pilot's license,
said Dale Davis, the school's
director of operations.
At-Attas attended OU from
1997 through this summer but
did not enroll this fall, accord ing
ito an OU official who requested
not to be named.
• Al-Attas lived in Summer
Pointe apartments in Norman
with five other people: according
to neighbors, a woman, an older
man, and three children. The six
people moved . out of—the apartment on Sept. 10th, neighbor
Babcock said. They had been
moving . out slowly for two
weeks.
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The Report of the Trustee Cop imssionon Alcohol from 1996 looked
at many alcohol related issues at Colby.

no real regulations concerning parties_
in the common rooms previous to the
report. Recommendations -included .
limiting the number of kegs allowed
in dorms according to the size of its
occupancy, not allowing kegs in individual dorm rooms, and allowing
only one registered party each weekend. This section of the report was
where drinking games were looked at
as well. The recommendations to not
allow drinking games to occur in public areas and all people playing a
drinking game were held responsible
for each other's actions were drastic
changes to the previous regulations.
General recommendations that
Were made included educating people
about alcohol abuse, instituting fines,
and helping first year students adjust
to the overwhelming situation rationally.
"It is the hope of this cornmission
that the recommendations in this document will provide the foundation for
a balanced campus social life where
alcohol can be used,.hut also where
students and others will reject alcohol
abuse and where members of the
community will encourage and
demonstrate responsibility and
respect for others," stated the report, f
Many of the committee's suggestions were taken into account; however, not all were acted upon. The new
report will be coming out this fall.

report was the academic and intellectual life- "On every campus the learning experiences of the students extend
well beyond the classroom. At Colby
especially, there is much testimony
that demonstratesthe enormous influence of the faculty, and, by extension,
the curriculum, on the social life of
students," stated the report. The recommendations surrounding this
aspect of life at Colby were many. A
few examples were an examination of
January Program (Jan-Plan),additions
to the faculty handbook concerning
discussion of alcohol in class and
explaining pluralistic ignorance, and
recognition of signs of alcohol or drug
abuse. These are just a few of the
many suggestions that were made.
One main problem that the committee saw with the social life was the
lack of social events that did not
involve alcohol, Therefore, they wanted to initiate such programs to
enhance social life. In this section
ideas such as creating an 11-member
board to be in charge of social events,
and limiting funding towards activities that involved alcohol. In this section the coffeehouse in Mary Low was
also discussedTTcleasto expandltTTb
have there be more events that take
place there arid also increasing the
budget were ideas that the committee
had to enhance the non-alcohol
atmosphere of the coffee house.
Residence halls were of major concern to the committee. There had been
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one of peace.
At Marsh Plaza/ Dan FedelTa
University . Professors Program
senior and one of the principle
organizers or the event, spoke at
length aboiit the meaning of war.
; "A war/means more terrorism
here and more terrorism around
the world," Feder said. "A war
can't stop what happened in New
York-of prevent it from happen~
ing agamTTA war is a senseless
escalation of violence...Terrorism
is a weapon used by desperate
people and as long as there is that
kind of desperation in the world,
there wilbbe terrorism."
In response to the backlash of
last week's violence against
Arabs - including the stabbing of
a-BU-student coming-out—of-a
nightclub last Sunday night CAS senior Arash Sangha
affirmed that anti-Arab sentiments are very real. Sangha's
grandfather practices Sikhism, a
reli gion practiced by nearly 20
million members world wr_ .e.
Part of Sikhism dictates that its
members wear turbans daily.
'My parents were encouraging my grandfather not to wear
his turban," Sangha said. "They
feared he would have problems."
Furthermore, Harvard junior
Neha Mahajan, member of the
South Asia Women's' Collective,
denounced what is called unjust
incidents of violence.
"It's really important that we
continue to speak out, for it is not
a crime to speak out against
inj ustice," Mahajan saidv-'f lt is
not a crime to voice dissent over
government policy. And, especially, it is not a crime to wear a
turban. It is. not a crime to have
an Arabic sounding last name. It
is not a crime to be who we are."

30 University of Arizona students withdraw for attack-related reasons
A total of 30 University of
Arizona students have dropped
their classes to return home as a
result of aftereffects of the terrorist attacl-Ton September 11th.
Twerfty-six out of fifty-eight of
tiies^^stuclehts ajrlTTrcim the
United Arab Emirates - a Middle
Eastern nation of nearly three
million people - have withdrawn
from the university to return to
their
home
country, said
University spokeswoman Sharon
Kha. —<<__ _i_ y .\
:
One stiident from Pakistan
ahd^ivithdrew,""as-did. two- U;S/
citizens with close family ties to
the attack. Another student, who
expects to be called into National
Guard duty,withdrew as well.
"There are a variety of students that have a variety of reasons," Kha said. "Those - who
decided to leave met with
University President Peter Likins
and the Dean of Students, working out the best and least stressful way to withdraw." '
Boston-Area Campuses Join
in Nationwide Push for Peace
Preceding President George
W. Bush's announcement of War,
demonstrations at Boston-area
campuses Thursday implored a
peaceful response to last week's
devastating terrorist attacks.
National Campus Day of
Action spurred more than 140
peace rallies nationwide includ^
ing 10 in Boston.
About 3,000. ralliers at
Harvard University and about
200 at Boston University's Marsh
Plaza toted p lacards with messages like "Bush: defend our justice, not our pride."
Coordinated by an Emerson
College senior, Bostonriarea rallies aired widely held campus
sentiments that the U.S. response
to last week's attacks should be
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By MELV LADERA

fc STAFF WRITER

j The audience remained still
and all eyes were on Anne Sibley
O'Brien as she let her life story
unfold in here one-woman show,
!"White Lies". On Friday,' O'Brien
performed before a packed Strider
Theater, quickly capturing and
maintaining the audience's atten• tion throughout the entire perforrriance ThJs_or^maL-p iece,_als Q
written^ by O'Brien, was compiled
from O'Brien's many experiences
with the issues of race and discrimination. She displayed many
valid points , about "white
• supremacy" that forced the audience to think about how those
issues relate to their own lives. .,"White Lies'-dsTbasically a story
about a "hero" and her "journey."
O'Brien divided her life into
• stages, with each stage exploring
each of the "white lies" she had
i confronted. The audience learned
"about her childhood in predomi-

nately white New Hampshire', her
travels with her missionary parents to Korea, and her thoughts
about- the horrific images of the
struggles of African^Americans
seen on television.
Throughout these experiences,
O'Brien questioned her privileges
and liberties. These questions
seemed to ripple into the minds of
the members of the audience. She
used several articles of white
apparel to represent different
~
types oT~77wRTt^TTies7^hTt^7e
apparent in society.
As O'Brien donned and
removed each article her story
unfolded masterfully. It was portrayal of the journey her life has
pay^rtorxtnd-a«swers.and acceptance. In a surreal mariner, each
article of clothing represented a
different turning point in her life.
O'Brien performed "White
Lies" with tremendous emotion.
She portrayed the roles of the storyteller and the characters with an
elegant vigor and the words were

*|-«j

transmitted with poetic grace. Her
laughter and her tears were moving and the pauses of silence after

her bursts of anger, were deafening. She smoothly shifted between
the different voices and emotions.
There were ho duTfmoments.
The audience rewarded her
performance with a tremendous
app lause. In return, O'Brien, with
tears in her eyes, thanked the
Colby crowd for being one of the
best audiences she had ever performed for. She mentioned that

she had felt an intimate connection between herself and the audience. Overall, the night was pleasing for both the performer and
—the-speetators——————
After the performance, the
audience was invited to join in a
ten-minute discussion about the
show. During this discussion,
O'Brien explained some ' of her
motives and thoughts about the
ideas that were featured in the
play. Many students shared their
inslgKts^-i^u^rfhe"sTiowT^Several
students also shared how they
related to her experiences. O'Brien
answered any questions that stu' "
dents had. .:. -. . ' ... ;'
The discussion was jus t as successful as the perfor mance, as it
drewTrTuch of the audience to stay
the extra time. The discussion lasted well over ten minutes and
instead went to all of a half an
hour. O'Brien then closed the discussion with a question for the
students to think about, "Do we
see .anything in Colby that is an

example of white supremacy ?"
O'Brien also led a troupe of
participants from the Colby community in a performance the following-night^This-was-a-series_of_
workslfops that dealt with the
issue of white privilege. It also
dealt with experiencing racial
oppression. This was a product of
the weekend residency, cospdnsored by the Department of
Theater and Dance and Powder ife
*
vyig.. -- *' . ___ ' "~_ ' ____ T . i - . _i.j__ :

"White Lies" weelcehd captivated and provoked the minds of
many. In a time when such issues
as race, pride, oppression, and
discrimination have a definitive
effect bn our society, O'Brien
brings those issues to the . foreIrorrtTl'vaTcriing her struggle with
understanding humanity was like
a reflection of our own lives.
Her story, full of defining experiences, refreshingly ended when
she happily stated, "My beautiful
people," which we all wish that
we could say about Ourselves.

Pianist Don Berman pays Professor Veronique
tribute to Colby grad
Plesch talks about necessi-

:By MICHAEL GREENBERG

Charles Ives extensively in the first
half, exhibitingIves ability to weave an
unaccompanied melody into a prolonged study of rhythm, meter, tonali; ' Arthur Levering, class—of—----767 ty—and—motion. Performing Ives'
stepped to the-front of Lorimer Chapel Allegretto [Invention in-D] (1897), Mr.
Saturday night to welcome a pianist Berman noted that this simpler work
whose "casual demeanor and intense was probably written as an exercise for
musical mind is noted with praise a composition class in Yale.
New York Times' and
among both thepool
^^BQstonJj Iobe^s
of crirics
^^
• .., "ft is a shame only a handful of stuIT ISWTSHATlErONLTr
j dents, professors, and Waterville residents heard Donald Berman's week- A HANDFUL OF STUend concert during the preparation DE-NTJjS^RbFESSORS,
time for the Fall Semi-Formal. Of all
the many Music at Colby. series con- AND W ATERVILLE
certs I've attendedr- Mr. Berman's RESIDENTS HEARD
"Piano Music Of The 20th Century"
DONALD BERMAN'S
quite
possibly could be the most cere/
" ; bral musical experience.
WEEKE:ND CONCERT
Donald-Berman's great skill at perDURING PREPARATION
forming the complex, tenacious, and
[ scholarly piano repertoire of the 20th
FOR THE FALL SEMI\century, combined with his sorial rapport with the audience,.generated an
FORMAL
. intimate performance full of flair and
good humor.
Yes, Donald Berman did not hesi• Ives mixes Bach counterpoint with
tate to give a humorous aside about the barbershop quartet techniques that
composers he showcased or about end, quite humorously, with the tradierrors in the program during his intro- tional Bach cadences. Also, for comic
ductions between pairs of p ieces. At effect in a piece entitled "Study #23,"
one point, he noted that Walter Ives mixes several melodies from his
Heifer 's "Nocturne" was not written life as a New York businessman,
"in 1972, after his death" as stated in including a dissonant romp through
the program. Instead, "Heifer pub- "Hello my Baby."
lished it in 1927, before he died."
The second half of the program,
Similarly, Mr. Berman showcased devoted to recipients of the American
' STAFFWraTER

Academy in Rome's Prize, or Prix de
Rome, explored the works of earlier
recipients of the prize - Kamran Ince
(b.1960) and Walter Heifer (1896-1959)
— and culminated with Arthur
Levering's "School Of Vel6dty"(1993>
as the featured Colby artist.
All three of these works are personal in nature, particularly Ince's "My
Friend Mozart," which apparently was
written "in Rome on a rainy day in
n_d-Octdhef^Well~known^melodie*i*
intertwine, change meter, change
tonality, and the result isj in exploratory journey through the development of
several ideas, often expressing the
abrupt changes in the artisf s mood.
The three movementsof Levering's
study served as concert etudes, or display pieces. Each successive movement must be heard to truly appreciate
the study, as the music is more expository than melodic. The first movement
uses rapidly descending chromatic
scales to generate momentum/ interwoven with more sparse passages,
which are further explored in the second movement's, "quasi-tremolo
study." The third movement, as both
the performer and composer
explained, is often used to accompany
adance, for the compound melody is a
transcription of a two-instrument
work, entitled "Learning to Swim."
The conflicting rhythms and dissonant
chords reflect that struggle and served
to conclude a thoughtful musical
evening.
. .

ties: women , food aM

By KATE RUSSO

showed a slide of a salt cellar
made for Francis I of France, by
Benvenuto Cellini. The salt cellar
On
Thursday,
Associate is proof of how precious salt was
Professor of Art Veronique Plesch to 17th century culture. The cellar
kicked off : the Women in Arts is made of gold -with figures surSeries with her . lecture "Women, rounding the very small salt dish
—
in the center,-because -salt_jyas
Food/ Art."
A lecture from Professor Plesch very precious and expensive.
is never monotone and never dull,
When most oLus-think of how
and her lecture "Women, : Food, food is associated with art we
Art" was no exception. The pas- think of the still life. The first
sion for her subjecTshines^fhrough thingTlhatTc6mes~fonrrurKT when
with every word she says, looking at a still lite Plesch points
although she believes we misin- out is "absolute control." The subterpret her accent for excitement. ject of a still life is a set up^ comBut whether it be her love for art p letely determined and manipuor her accent, she .captivates her lated by the artist. However, studaudience and never misses a ies in the history of gastronomy
detail.
show that most still life portraits
She began the lecture by intro- are more than a random set up of
ducing herself as a "foodie." She different foods, but many of them
defined a "foodie" as someone are the ingredients for recipes
who has an obsession with the popular in the painting's time.
thought of food or gastronomy. Plesch used the piece "Still Life
She clarified, however, that this is with Bream" by Luis Melendez to
"not an eating disorder or struggle illustrate this point.
Female artists were often assowith body imagine," but rather a
love for thought and preparation ciated with still lives because they
were not allowed to study in the
of food.
Art is major component in academy and therefore painted
understanding the culture of the from what they had at home.
past, for instance what certain See ART continued on
people found to be valuable. To
illustrate this point, Plesch page 6
A&E EDITOR

Shakespeare s Othello goes to high school in . O

By JESSE MORRISEY
-CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"O" is not the kind of movie that
would
normally expect myself to
J
go see. In fact, I would go as far as fo
say that "0" is not the kind of movie
that I would normally expect to like.
Action flicks like "The Matrix ,"
"Indiana Jones" and "Star Wars" are
some of my favorite movies — but
nevertheless, I enjoyed "O."
Based on Shakespeare's tragedy
"Othello" and set to an eclectic score
of hip-hop and classical violin , "O"
is the story of Odin James (played by
Mekhi Phifer), a basketball prodigy
at a prep-school in South Carolina.
His girlfriend is the innocent and
sweet Desi (played by Julia Stiles),
the headmaster 's daughter, .
Every thing is happy and nice
! until Odin is named MVP of the bas; ketball team and insists on sharing
the glory with his young teammate,
Michael (played by Andrew Keegan)
who is "only a sophomore". No one
!has a problem with this except
[Odin's friend , Hugo (played by Josh
j Harnett), who has been on the team
1 longer than Michael.
Severely angered by the lack of
attention , Hugo systematically p lots
, the downfall of both Odin and
J Michael and manages to convince
'Odin that Desi is cheating on him
"With his teammate and friend ,
i Michael. And then of course, they do
.' what every normal high (school stuI dent does when they are upset —
'haVe sex, do drugs and buy guns!
OKI I admit, this was the part about
the movie that I didn't like because it
,' was highl y unrealistic — hi gh
', school? No way; these kidB acted far

,

LION'S GATE FILMS

*

Mekh i Phifer stars as a modern day Othello in Tim Blake Nelson 's remake of Shakespeare 's classic.
too old to be in hi gh school.
gunplay of Romeo and
gratuitous
(
stays true to the play
Despite this, tho„c of you who Juliet,"
"O"
J
were disappointed in Holl ywood's from
which it is derived, while hold1
the interest of any nonability to put modern versions ing
i
Shakespeare on the big screen need ' Shakeapenre-oriented
viewers.
i
look no further than "O" to give you
Although I must say, if you didn't
back your faith, Free of the glitz and 1like the story of "Othello," don't

bother with "O." The director, Tim
Blake' Nelson, previously seen as one
of the three convicts in 'O Brother
Where Art Thou?', followed
Shakespeare's original story to a T,
racial issues and all, However, those
who remember "Othello" well will

be sad to note that Desdamona's
post-mortem rendition of "Willow,
Willow, Willow" didn 't make it into
the final version of the script. Thank

g°d *
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Yarn Kppur Morning Services WOO am.-12O0 pm.
Peace Corps Info Table Main Lobby Cotter Union KkOO
am-2fid pm
JapaneseLanguage Tab*
- r_-ss W^
7 7:30
am-1:30 pm
Geology Department nay
Lunch - Smith Room Roberts 1200lOOpm.
Sodai\ Science.s and
Humanities Colloquium - Phlbon
Lounge Cotter Untqri^lZOO-ZQO
pun
Klckbox & Weights Xtreme
Training "- AlfondAthleticCenter
Aerobics Room 3:30430 pm
Rett Hockey vs. St,
Jciseph's ^Q-qfts Rekl 400 pm.
Women's Soccer xs.
USouthem Maine - Soccer Game
Field 400 pm.
Klckboxlng& K t t e r A b
-s
Alfond AthleticCenter Aerobics
Room 4:30-5:30 pm
MAShI Informational meeting r Foss Private Dining Room &O0700 pm,
Yom Klppur Afternoon
Services - 5:30-7:30 pm. more
Russian Table - Camp
Dining Room Dana6.O0-7.OOpm.
Made In Italy - It-HanUm
Series - Lovejoy 207 7:3t>9.30 pm
Newman Council Read
Aloud'"- Lorimer Chapel Lounge
800-900 pm.
Perpetual Mothn Machine
- Mary Low Coffeehouse ..00-7(200
pm. .
SGA Film 'Lara Croft
tornb Raider" - Lovejoy 100 8O010:00 pm
SOAR Meeting Discussion- Phbon
Lounge Cotter Union 9O0-10O0pm,

9/28

Japanese Language Table - Foes
Private Dining Room 11:30 am-l:3Q

P-m.

Chinese Lunch Table Bullock Dlnlhg Room Dana 12001:30 p.m.
Golf © Maine State
Tourney- Portland, ME - 12O0 pm
Klckbox & Weights Hip
Hop Funk - Alfond Athletic Center
Aerobics Room 3:304:30pm
i
Three Ways of Doing
Newton' by Prof. Larry Skhr Lovejoy 205 400-6:00 pm.
Men's Tennis 9 ITA
HEGIONALS- MIT - 400 p.m.
Women's Tennis 9 ITA
Reglonals-Wllllams - 400 pm
Klckboxlng « Weights Alfond Athletic Center Aerobics
Room 4.30-5:30 pm.
Catholic Bible Study Lorimer ChaperLoung^43&&30
pm.
International Coffee Hour •
Maty Low Coffeehouse 430-6.00
pm
Ron Laskey.A Scientists
Path to Faith - Pugh Center Cotter
Union 7100-3:00pm.
CCF Friday Night
Fellowship - Miner Library 014 7O08:30 pm
SGA Film 'Lara Croft:
Tomb Raider" - Lovejoy 100 7O09.-00 p.m
Salsa Night with Sol y
Canto - Page Commons Room
Cotter Union 9O0-1100 pm
SGA Him 'Lara Croft:
Tomb Raider" - Lovejoy 100 9:3011:30 pm,
9129 • '
*- -,¦ •
Men's Tennb © ITA Reglonab-MfT 9O0 am.
Women's Tennis © /TA
Regtoncds-WIBIams- WX) am
Field Hockey ©
Connecticut College - 1 J.-00 ami
' Women's Soccer ©
Connecticut College - 1200 pm
Men's Cross Country ©
Bates Invitational - 12100pm m
Golf © NESCAC Tourney Williams - 100 pm
Footba. © MkkMebury 1:30 pro. mom
iVten- Soccer ©
Conncotkut College - 2.30 pm
SGA Film tana Croft:
Tomb Raider" - Lovejoy 100 7HO900 pm more
Casco Bay l\j rnrnhrs Lorimor Chapel 7:30 pm
SOBHU Poetry Night Page Commons Room Cotter Union
6:00-10.00pm
SGA FUm "Lara Croft:
Tomb Raider' - Lovejoy 100 9:3011:30 pm

in the Arts
Women
i^RT:
Series
^cked p f f b y PleB^
i?t \ . '¦ .

, -r

Klezmer band to play at Colby

¦

continued f r o mpage 5

But not only in a-^Sriii life chocolate, and one of lard. -The
should the role of food be noticed. construction of these two- blocks
The presence of food in any work was dcmevhyrthe Antoni gnawing
of art has a certain meaning. Food the material. After gnawing off
in painting also shed lights oh the bits of chocolate Jand lard she spit
gender roles within that painting, them out and molded then into ah
for instance aphrodisiacs in art. empty chocolate dish and the lard
Examples of this point are into tubes of lipstick. The object^Garavaggio'
where allude to Antoni's feelings on con^-uiuvaggiu —
. XJC
s "Bacchus-"
Bacchus,
sumption and
the
xoman god of
the struggles of
¦wre~bffe__ — ihe" THE PRESENCE OF
womanhood.
Plesch showed
viewer a glass of FOOD IN ANY WORK
another p iece
while
tyine
Antoni
pulling down on OF ART HAS A CERby
which
conhis toga-like gar- TAIN MEANING. FOOD
veyed much the
ment.
' Another exam- IN PAINTING ALSO
same message
ple is Carracci's SHEDS LIGHT ON THE titled "Lick and
¦*Vervus ~ ;;!and
Lather^-a-series
'Mercury," "an erbt- GENDER ROLES WITH- of 14 busts;
¦
seven
made
ic^depiction. of IN THAT^PAlrWiNG.
from soap and
Venus
and
seven
from
Mercury 's fornication. Plesch points out that chocolate sculpted in just the way
when you look at this piece closer, the title suggests.
Plesch's lecture could be best
sitting on the floor is a plate of
oysters, a well-known aphrodisi- described as thought provoking.
ac.
Her delivery and her wit kept the
However, in more contempo- audience entertained in areas
rary art trends, food plays a differ- where the subject matter might
ent, more social role, illustrated by not have been enough. If this lecJud y Chicago's "The Dinner ture sets the tone for the rest of the
Party," which is a triangular table Women in the Arts events, the
with 39 settings, one for each Of 39 series should be in good shape.
More details about the Women
different famous women.
_¦. '¦ Plesch finished the show with in the Arts Series, including the
Another contemporary woman conference on Nov. 3 will come in
artist, Janine Antoni. Her piece the next few issues of the Echo.
"Gnaw" is two large blocks, one of

CORRECTION:
Last weeTTslssuireTroneously reported that SGA films will now be free
of charge and that the showing of the film "Pearl Harbor" has been postponed. Neither statement is correct: showings of SGA films are still $2 per
person and "Pearl Harbor" will not be shown at Colby in .light of recent
events. This week's film is "Tomb Raider."
- The article actually referred to a separate program organized by SGA in
which films of cultural significance will be . screened and discussed. That
program is free. The Echo regrets the confusion the article may have caused.

ymm zmm ^
¦wf i Tltanks to
1- products are being made from the
a paper, plastic, metal and glass that
1 you've bebt recycling. ^
n But to keep recycling w&rkmg to
V help protect the environment you
1 need to buy those products.
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By KELLY STOOS

'
STAFF WRITER ¦ ¦ ' ¦¦ ¦¦. ' . . ' " ;

The Casco Bay Tummlers, a
Klezmer band based in Portland,
will be performing Sept. 29 at Colby
as part of the Music at Colby Series.
Before attending this show it is useful to have a little background on
Klezmer music. A melding of Greek,
Balkan and Eastern European Jewish
celebratory songs; Klezmer music
has been greatly influenced b y
North American ja zz since its revival
¦
in the 1970s. „ • - .
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from recycled materials, And don't for**
get to celebrate America Recycles Day
on November15th.
It would mean the world to us. For a
free brochure, call 1-800-CALL-EDF or
visit our web site at www.edf.org
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"Jumpin Jewpiter". In addition thp
Tummlers wrote and performed an
ori ginal score for "Manifest", performed at the Portland Stage in 1999j.
The Tummlers' repertoire varies
from Yiddish ghetto songs to traditional celebratory dance tunes. The
performance promises to educate \oij i
both a musical and cultural level.
The concert will take p lace on
Saturday Sept. 29 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Chapel and is free of charge and
open to the public.
;
For more information visit
> .www.cascobaytummlers.com
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Traditionally, the music is meant and vocals), Danny Mills (clarinet)
to be a backdrop for circle or line and Hayes Porterfield (drums and
dances. Overall, it is a very spirited xylophone) have traveled all over
genre, celebrating Jewish pride and the world performing Klezmer
heritage. Klezmer enthusiast Ari music at festivals and Jewish funcDavidow says, "It's Balkans and tions.
blues, ancient Jewish culture and
In 2000, the band traveled to
prayer and history, spirit and jazz all Berlin and Chemnitz, Germany as
mixed together".
well as cities throughout Lithuania
The Casco Bay Tummlers consists participating in festivals. Later this
of five members who have been fall they will be performing at the
playing together for thirteen years. Buenos Aires International Klezmer
Carl Dimow (flute and guitar), Julie Festival in Argentina.
, Goell (bass, mandolin and vocals),
They currently have two CDs
Nancy Hoffman (piano, accordion - ireleaSed, "Klezmer" Music" and
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The' Casco Bay Tumblers will disp lay their unique musical sty le at Colby o n Sept. 29
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Thursday, September 27
10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Cotter Union
.'
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i
Muslim Group discussion informative, courageous
>
Last week, the Echo's faith that the Colby community would be far above
i racist generalizations was shaken by the swastika found in the Pub. This week,
i a forum held in the Pugh Center by the Colby Muslim Group entitled "Am I a
i terrorist?" helped restore some of our faith in the tolerance of the student body.
i
The idea behind the talk was to take a proactive stand against misconceptions
* I about Islam and the fear that may accompany them after the past two weeks.
! The Muslim Group, led by.' Zahra'Khilji '02 and Amja d Tuffaha/02, took the
— r podium^efore-large <2-owd-totali^^
J in whichit differs from the hateful rhetoric of terrorists.
Talking about one's deeply held religious beliefs in front of a large group of
i
t people is alwaysdifficult. For the Muslim Group, it must have been made much
I more so after the events of the past week, and the fact that the majority of those
I in the audiencewere not only of different religions, they were most likely unfa» [:. miliar with Islam..The Muslim sfodents involved deserve our utmost respect for
{: speaking out during such a difficult time, and in the process, they provided¦ a
L„_il__ _ _.
—f* Valuable learning experience-for-Colby^-——^—_—_-___L: ^
With the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon linked to
.'.{:
- t groups the media has described asi'Muslim extremists," it' would be easy,
1 though profoundly ignorant, to connect a peaceful religion arid those who prac¦". tice it with vicious attacks that go against everything Islam stands for.
i Unfortunately,4hafhas happened in some places in America, as stories of Islamic
, i men being forced to leave airplanes and hate crimes against Muslims appear in
i the news.
..
i>
Such incidents are the product of ignorance, something that can only be comi bated by taking the effort to develop an increased understandingof groups that
ii may be different from yourself. For Colby,at least, the Muslim Group forum was
t. a significant tool in the fight against dosed-mindedness and bigotry.
'
¦
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Creation of Cultural Events Coinrnitteeshows Colby resolve
, . - . It is always reassuring to see that, even in the wake of horrifying terrorism,
? peoplg,are eager to coalesce in peace endeavors; .undoubtedly,people surprise
^
N even themselve_>And
even ttougfrffiaivy opinions on campus are clashing over
, America's response to the attacks, Colby is proving that, above all else, it is a
, community ¦ . ¦
f r . Due tb the necessity of support and the enthusiasm for its.creation, members
of the Colby community will soon be engaging in a series of events devoted to
¦
. overcoming the grief and confusion of the past few weeks. President Adams has
given the Cultural Events Committee (CEC) the task of coordinating all campus
the recent terrorist; attacks. Botrrthe a-a^ninistration and the
events-regarding
-—:
to schedule the
, CEC anticipated an abundance of ideas and, therefore, hope
¦
-• -. ¦• . '
events so that no one encounters a time conflict.
Students are encouraged to voice their opinions and take initiative; this is an
-. ,
, opportunity for anyone to speak.
" ' v.
The Echo encourages the CEC to provide a diverse range of opinions, ethnidties, and religions, so that this learning experience can reach its full potential,
; Watching the news over the past weeks has been informative in regards to the
4 latest events-updating President Bush's plans, covering the wreckage in New
X. Ybflc"Gty and Wa^nington-biitthere has been little coverage of foreign response.
j Americans are eager-te-blame Osama bin Laden, but if there is any subsequent
J animosity towards the entireArab nation, it is misguided. In dire situations, peo** pie are quick to judge arid shield themselves from that which they do not know
. * orjunderstand; however, a lack of communication will only further impede
-^| international relations. As President Bush stated in his address, we should conj tinue to respect the Islamic religion in America.
¦** { ' ¦ Clearly, the interest is there, ready to be executed. It is up to us as a commu' nity to make the most of this opportunity.

What won't work
in war on terror
The American
Perspective
Matt '
Guy-Hamilton

! Over the course of the week and a
i half following the attacks on America,
i we have heard and read a lot about
- what should be done to respond to
[ these attacks so that we may deliver
j justice and ensure, as difficult as it
! may seem, that something like these
i attacks never happens again,
i
Personally, I've listened to a lot of
~ vitriolic speeches from friends and
]
J acquaintances who feel that the best
J way to deal with the terrorists and
|those who supported them would be
! to bomb Af ghanistan into oblivion,
i What would result from this tactic?
i*Nothing more than an America n
i catharsis and a meaningless death toll
J in a nation that has alread y destroyed
J itself through civil war.
]' Americans will have to realize that
i an effective military campaign against
i Af ghanistan will be comprised of
i some missions that, as President Bush
i told a joint session of Congress last
^ 1
week will be "secret even in success".
[¦ A feckless and "feel good" use of force
[ against an enemy that authorities
{.have yet to positively identif y would
_ .

'
i ¦• ..

See AMERICAN,
¦
continued on page 8

As with Pearl Harbor, the attacks
on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon amount to acts of aggresI usually don't respond to stu- sion establishing just cause for . the
dent opinion pieces, but these are use of force. The intentional targetex-e^tional^times:HHfound~Emma ing of-dvitiarisrepresents_ tihe kindoJ
McCandless's invocation of Anne war crimes that were prosecuted at
Frank to advocate a nonviolent Nuremberg and are comparable to
response to recent events to be oddly those crimes against humanity oyer
ahistorical, The fact is that those who which countries have been asserting
murdered Anne Frank and millions universal jurisdiction. And as with
like her would not have been Nazi Germany, these actions were
stopped-or-brought-to-justice-with- perpetrated by_^an__implacable
out American military intervention. enemy, pursuing millennial goals
That intervention came^more jthan not susceptible^ to diplomacy or
"'~t~ ¦
two years late—tooTate for many of compromise.
Anne Frank's example is an
the innocent victims of Nazi aggression—because before Pearl Harbor, important one in telling us that we
the "easy thing to do" was not to use should not respond to this kirid of
force, but to stay out and-rely on two evil with hatred, something which
too many of Our fellow citizens have
vast oceans to protect us.
Professor responds to
McCandless anti-war column

stole fruit from the dining room on
Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday
By KAREN PRAGER
nights.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
-8. The sun doesn't come .up until
My freshman year, I wasn't plan- 6:30. So it's a sad, dark, lonely walk
ning on having an on-campus j ob. I across campus before work.
7. When you clean out light fixwas going to focus on my work and
driven
student.
Then
tures,
make sure to turn off the elecbe a thoughtful,
I found out that I was going away to tricity. Nothing happened to me, but
Russia for JariPlan and that I had to I've heard stories..,and I was remind;
pay for it. I started looking for a job to ed by my fellow custodians that I
needed to hit the switch. It could
cover the cost.
-.-•-J-was directed to the Colby job have been an interesting morning for
postings on the Internet. So I looked, CER let me tell you.
6. Stairwells take a long time to
and due to bad planning, I wasn't
qualified to do most, of the jobs. I mop. First you have to sweep, then
know nothing about caring for you get to mop. And you run up arid
plants, running the newspaper print- down them without even thinking. ' ;.
5. .Over the course of my first
ing system, web design (I know a little, but not enough for them to pay semester, I got to clean in some interme for it), or dark room operation.
esting places around campus. I'm
That cut my j ob. options down to Sure that I'm one of the only students
three. I could
who can say that
I've emptied Bro s
work as a runner
FIRST SEMESTER,
for the mailroom,
garbage.
a clerk for the lan- THREE DAYS A WEEK
4. People throw
guage
depart- FROM 6-8 AM, I
some very inter-tment, or a custoesting
things
dian for PPD. So MOPPED THE STAIR- : away...
naturally, I head- WELLS IN EUSTIS
3. Those "Wet
ed down to the
Floor" Signs are
AND I CLEANED THE
mailroom, a job
such a pain. First, I
with very little BUGS OUT OF THE
mop. Then I put
work, the dream
them up. I have to
LIGHT FIXTURES.
of every college
wait till the floors
student. They told
dry so I can take
me they'd alread y filled the position, them down. The thing is, there's no
so I was about to look into the clerk one in these buildings at 6:30. 1know
thing, when I heard my conscience the floor is wet. I'm the only one
telling me that I needed to visit PPD. there, so why bother?
I said, "No. I'm not going to work as
2. I decided to tell my parents
a j anitor. Never."
about my new j ob, and I told them
But for some bizarre reason that I that I was a sanitary technician. My
couldn't exp lain, I went. So first mother was really proud of me, until
semester, three days a week from 6-8 I explained exactly what my job
AM, I mopped , the stairwells in entailed, My father promptly asked,
Eustis and I cleaned the bugs out of "Do you p lan on making a future out
the light fixtures.
of this?"
Anyway,in light of my job, I made
1. Most importantl y, never mop
a top ten list:
around yourself. I mopped myself
Things I've Learned About Being into a wall and there was a little tiny
A Custodian:
dry spot where my feet where.
10. Roommates do not like it You've got to be careful about this.
when your alarm goes off at 5:40AM.
I like my job so much I've stayed
Enough said.
with it. I worked second semester in
9. One of my friends asked why AMS, and now I'm back on the
my pocket was so big and I produced morning shift in Eustis. So when you
a pear and an apple. She was very see your dorm custodians, remember
confused. The dining rooms aren't all these little things they do, and
open at 5:40AM. Breakfast comes take a minute to thank them.
after work. So to combat this issue, I
I guarantee they'll appreciate it.
ui , ' ' '
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"We had a semiformal?"
-Bill Simpson '02
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Uncommon
Sense

"kid s games," but give it a try
some time. I guarantee you'lflaugh
a lot and probably end up having a
Emma
really good time.
McCandless
And then there are games of the
less-widely-knpwn nature. First,
I'm a tour guide for the admis- Cheek Darts. A friend of mine dissions department, and on every covered this game over the summer
tour I give, a concerned parent asks and is immensely fond of it. It
about Colb y's "alcohol policy." involves putting a quarter between
Now,-naturally, these parents don't your cheeks (not the ones on your
want to hear "me tell them that face, either) and trying to drop it
drinking under the age of 21 is ille- into a Nalgene. I'm hot too fond of
gal—odds are they probably know playing myself, but it's pretty
that already. Nope, prospective funny to watch rriy friend play.
Colby parents want to know about With a bit of publicity and a few
Colby's drinking scene—and I more faithful practitioners, it just
never quite know what to tell them. might become the chem-free
I live chem-free, and I'm proud answer to Beer Die.
of it. "Living chem-free" doesn't
Another fun game is Window
just mean I live in a chem-free Seat Diving, which some friends
dorm, either. It means that I don't and I invented last weekend. The
drink. Period. And I like it that way . title here is pretty self-explanatory.
First of all, I don't understand You need to find a room with a bay
why people think it's fun to go out window and window seat to play
and get drunk beyond reason. Beer in, and then someone who lives
smells bad. It tastes bad. And it there who's willing to donate his or
makes you make an idiot of your- her mattress to the cause of good,
self. Maybe it's j ust me, but that clean fun. Then you drag the matdoesn't sound like very much fun. tress onto the floor in front of the
Especially if you wake up with a window seat and take turns diving
headache in the morning and don't onto the mattress from the window
remember anything anyway.
seat. Simple. And lots of fun, as
Second of all, I don't think alco- long as your aim is good. Which
hol is reall y necessary in order to suggests that this is a game drunk
have a fun weekend. There are lots* people probably SHOULDN'T play.
of ways to Tfiave a good time on
Now, I'm not out to condemn
campus without getting drunk.
alcohol entirely. I certainly anticiSome ways are pretty simple. pa te going out and having a drink
Watching a movie with friends and or two with friends—when I'm 21.
reminiscing about old 80's cartoons But I really ju st don't see how getuntil the wee hours of the.morning ting drunk every weekend can posis really a lot of fun. So is playing sibly be anyone's idea of fun. So
Frisbee in the rain at midnight. It until—and probabl y long after—
really doesn't take much, just a few my twenty-firstbirthday, I'll continfriends and a desire to have some ue to spend my weekends having
good, clean fun.
good, clean fun.
And I'll always remember every
| In my quest to have" chem-free
fun, I've also discovered lots of real- thing on Monday morning.
ly fun games, like Taboo and my
new favorite, Mad Gab. There's also
Trivial Pursuit, Sorry, Twister...the
Emma McCandless is the Echo
list goes on and on. I know many of
Op inions Editor.
you may scoff at first at the idea of
spending a Saturday night playing
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unfortunately succumbed. It also tell financing, and diplomacy (someus how not to use force. We should times coercive) to elicit third-party
not strike to exact vengeance or be cooperation. It will nonetheless
oblivious to civilian casualties, both require military options against
for moral reasons and die need to those facilities used to train and
lejgtinuze American efforts in the coordinate terrorist .actiyities and
^
region. Nor should we use reprisals against i^^strategic :assefs^ftSble
as a strategy of deterrence through countries that allow terrorists tb
punishment. Such efforts are likely operate within jtheir borders. If we
to be futile and increase the prestige forego military response .entirel y,
on Osama bin Laden and his allies, then we create for the terrorists an
as happened after the 1998 strikes in environment of impunity. In an age
Af ghanistan and Sudan
r_wheie_the_technol6gy__ass6ciated
Since the goals of these terrorist with weapons of mass destri-ctibn is
networkswill riot change regardless becoming increasingly accessible,
of what we do, we cafTonly attack this is likely to encourage even deadtheir capabilities; Some^f tbis can be lier attacks in the future.
done through nonmiHtary instru¦
rnents, su<h as transnational polic. Ken Rodman
Department of Government
ing and intelligence, going after
communications and sources of

Opinions
Lessons from PPD Good, cle
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serve no_ purpose other than to
embolden that enemy and quench the
desire for vengeance.
.•'.. By invading Af ghanistan with
hazy objectives and foggy plans of
attack, America will play right into
the hands of Muslim extremists like
Osama bin Laden, who would like
nothing more than to spin ari
American response as an attack on
Islam. In a part of the world where
many governments" are threatened
•/dail y by the possibility of an extremist
coup, provocation serves little purpose in the American goal of eliminating terrorism, In fact, provocation
would only dull the worldwide support , that America needs in order to
effectively conquer the terrorist menace.
Instead, America must use the vast
army of intelligen ce gathering
resources at its disposal in order to
establish the targets that operations
should focus on, where those operations should be carried out and how
the operations should be directed in
order to minimize needless casualties,
The military could then quietl y carry
out the engagements with the greatest
degree of precision possible.
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"Let us
our dinner."
-Adrian T.aRochelle '04, Etan Wenger
AiKhew W.illi-ck '04, Billy Twible '04,
IVu-k Snyder '04.
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AMERICAN:

GUy-Hamiltonidentifies optionsthe
US should not pursue
Continued front p age 7 ,

¦ " America must exact some type of
.'
response, as inar^tonwouidbe just as
fruitless as poorly, orchestrated military maneuvers. Since the enemy
doesn't have a diplomatic arm
(assuming we were not attacked at the
cbrfu-riandof a state), diplomatic groveling with'states that knowingly sponsor, and support terrorism' won't
accomplish much. As stated in my
previous column, diplomacy means
nothing to fanatics and to think that
we_could-everi-begm-to-change-m_
way that these extremists see the West
is incredibly naive.
T ^Most importantly, our use of force
must strike at the heart of terror and
accomplish something tnore than ja
general boost of American morale'^
The cruise missiles that rained down
on Osama bin Laden's camp during
the previous administration accomplished . nothing apart from the
destruction of several tents. For those
who like numbers, cruise missiles cost
over $1 rfuflibn dollars apiece, whereas I have heard that tents can be pur-

chased at a somewhat lower price.
Although Americans felt better
after our response to the terrorist
bombings of our embassies in Africa,
we never made any real progress
against bin Laden and his organization. Although they don't have the
public appeal of televised bombing
raids, clandestine operations are
much more effective against a clandestine enemy._ _
Those who support a widespread,
ing the American response to
Vietnam's fate from the moment that
the first transports cross the Af ghan
border.
If the battle plan, is carried out correctly ; the public may never really
know when the war on terror has
been won; however, make no mistake,
the war will be fought and it will be
won.
•
•

Matt Guy-Hamilton is a weekly
columnist for the Echo.

Combat ing the "ugly
American" image

the part of Europeans, that
Americans__ceJo'uiLdgnoraiitoj .loj cal
cultures,., and interested only in
drinking. While this is a generalization, it is especially prevalent in the
Noah Charney
view of American students. I met
many traveling students, whom I
assumed were American, only to find
While abroad, traveling through
a Canadian flag prominently disEurope, I've found that there is a natplayed on their backpacks. There is
ural prejudice against Americans.
no prejud ice on the part of
I've been fortunate enough to have
Europeans against Canadians, but
been able to travel much in Europe,
there is a reflex assumption that
and I have found that the rest of the
every American will be an "ugly "
world puts forth a concerted effort to
American.
make Americans feels at home while
I'm afraid that, while living
abroad. Americans tend not to do
abroad in London, I becameguilty of
this. There is an assumption that,
this satne prejudice. This was fed by
wherever Americans go, the world
such incidences as when I was asked
will have learned-English in order to
by a group of American tourists, all
communicate and make me lives of
with'American flags stuck into their
American tourists easier.
baseball cap s, which way they
Many-Americans are impressed
should go to get to the Eiffel Tower. I
when one of their countrymen can
was quick to inform them that they
speak a language other than English.
needed to go to Paris, and they
It is a shame that this is considered a.
seemed thoroughly distraught, pergreat feat. In most any other counhaps assuming the British had
Mries-around the world, it i&-«ensid—
moved the EiffeTTower without-conered an expectation for the populace
sulting them.
to speak multiple languages, and a
' ' In an effort to undo the negative
•handicap if they do not.
first impression while I've traveled, I
The American assumpti on that
tried to learn how to say, "Do you
other countries will bend to meet
speak English?" in , the language of
•American needs may be one of the
whichever country I happened to be
reasons why our country is not as
'universally popular as we like to traveling in. Although this is a small
step in the right direction, I've found
ibelieve.
locals
abroad to be incredibl y appreI '.. Notice how the presidents of
ciative,
even of my tiny effort. Many
'pther countries will speak in English
store clerks abroad expect Americans
iwhen meeting with President Bush,
to burst into their store, speaking
j,WhileMr. Bush does not speak in any
at them, without making any
English
"dther language to anyone.
to
be conscious of the culture in
effort
¦
:„ '. While living in France during the
which we Americans are guests.
"Clinton administration, I learned that
Imagine if every time a Japanese
'the French tend to think very hi ghly
tourist walked into a store in which
|;df Clinton, not necessarily because of
'^vhat he did as President, but because we work, they would speak at us in
Japanese, expecting us to under'the members of his staff spoke multi stand, and merely increasing in volple languages, and foreign governume if we did not. By simply asking
ments are dealt with in their own forif anyone speaks English in the
eign languages. I watched on televinative language of the country which
sion in Paris as one of Clinton's staff
-members spoke to a reporter in excel- we visit, we show respect for the cullent French, The French people with ture we are visiting, and even this
small step can help erase the prejuwhom I watched could not say
enough good things abou t the posi- dice against American tourists
tive, respectful message that this sent abroad.
out.
L
Noah Charncy is a weekly columnist
There isi a general assumption on'
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The
Adventures
of Pedro
Clifton Bullard
When will the cycle of senseless
violence be broken?
On the evening of September 8,
four and a half wildly drunken students fought.a . water ' battle- in the
women's bathroom on_ the third
floor of Marrinei As the three-sink
splashing offensive raged on, water
overflowed into the hallway and
flooded an innocent nearby dorm
room. After a prolonged combat, the
fighters became aware of the existence of a world beyond the bathroom door. The potential for collateral damages was quickly realized,
and a hasty armistice was followed
by an even more hasty retreat. None
of the courageous water warriors,
who "bravel y ran away," live in
Marriner.
This is dorm damage. For the
purposes of this column, I broadl y
define dorm damage as a drunken
student making~aTt-ass of himself;
and doing it in such a way as to
infringe on the community. A lot of
times, it's simply revelry that's gotten out of hand. A more insidious
variety is intentional destruction
and theft.
The vast majority of unclaimed
damage appears intentional. Some
hi ghli ghts from last year 's season
include the smashed sofa-seat and
railing in Foss Dining Hall; the closing of the Street due to two stolen
paintings (which were subsequentl y
returned), "and the countless "borrowed" bicycles.
I spoke with a large number of
students and the general consensus
is that drunken football and hockey
p layers are responsible for almost all
dorm damage, I picture meatheads

with equal parts alcohol and testosterone coursing through . their veins,
who get of on breaking stuff and
proving their machismo
But football p layers . aren't
responsible for this." I am, The next
morning, more acute than my hangover was the sinking-stone impotence I felt as I gradually pieced
togethex jhe various transgressions
of the evening. And my partners in
crime? Two are COOT leaders; one
also a Dorm President. The group's
average GPA is a 3.7 (excluding
myself, as a statistical outlier). Not
exactly what you'd call a motley
crew (myself, once again, excluded).
So what were we thinking?
Frankly, not much. I was stumbling
over one-syllable words. I'm going
to risk a generalization — I think
that there is something inherently
reckless and even destructive in the
mentality of a group of people.
When you add alcohol, you've got
the potential for dorm damage.
As intoxicating as it is to abandon
all restraint, it's never pretty the next
day. Regardless of how much you
decide to drink you should always
try-lu be aware, on softie levei;~of
what's going on. And if you notice a
friend or stranger doing something
she mi ght regret, don't hesitate to
tell her. Often a word of prudence,
however slurred , is enough to bring
someone to her senses.
Yesterday,I went out on the Dana
Beach to smoke a butt, and I couldn't
ignore the carnage around me:
smashed chairs that were thrown
from windows; mang led window
screens; broken bottles; and , an
upturned Rubbermaid container,
with its former contents of winter
clothes strewn everywhere. Walking
onto the Beach , Ben Sanoff '04
summed up the scene: "What a shitbox. "
With a little investi gative legwork, I discovered the various cul-
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prits behind the Beach mayhem.
None of the perps were jocks. This
discovery forced me to question the
commonly held assumption that
most intentional dorm damage is
done by spOr-ts teams. Additional
research in Hillside further .called
into question the bad rap that jocks
;
get.
That said, I can't completely let
the football team off the hook. Their
reputation is not entirely for naught.
On two.occasions last year, I wit^
nessed players wreak mad destruction in a matter of seconds; and one
time I* apprehended a very big boy
awkwardly 'attempting to pedal
away on my road cycle. But, in the
course of rhy research for this editorial, I've seen and heard enough to
conclude that the jo cks are, to some
extent, unfairly made into campuswide scapegoats.
From my research, I was also
forced to abandon the idea that girls
don't contribute to dorm damage.
They do. The reality of run-of-themill dorm damage differs greatl y
from the general student perception.
Another, less visible, category of
dorm damage—is—bodily -malfunetions. This prevalent, but often unreported scourge of dorm life has been
widespread in these first few weeks
of school. Last weekend, Mary
Bierwirth '04 had a senior relieve
himself in the corner of her AMS single. Her voice grew angry as she told
me the story. "It's such a violation of
my personal space."
Also this past weekend, Mike
Hildebrandt '04, Sefh Ay lmer '04
and Dave Mitchell '04 had their
Marriner triple urinated in 1 by an
abruptly unwelcome fellow sophomore. Dean Hammond has a special
d ysphemism for this type of offender, "the urinato r."
Two seniors and a sophomore
have told me three separate war stories of ni ghttime visitors voniilinj? in

their rooms. In Hillside, the
Marriner newsletter pleads with a
"phantom booter," who has alread y
stuck twice;-this year, to work on
improving aim.
Surprisingly, these toddler misdeeds seem to occur fairly often
among upperclassmeri. 1 wasn't
expecting this, because I thought
that upperclassmen might have
learned their" limits by now.
Speaking as someone who is wont to
indulge in excess, I can neither fathom, nor pardon mistaking a dorm
room for a lavatory. If you get that
detached from reality when you're
drinking, you should really find a
new Saturday night activity — rent
"Police Academy VIII," or play
Dungeons & Dragons, or something .
When my roommate read this
article, he .raised the objection that I
neglected the subject of non-drunken dorm damage. In response, let me
give you a staggering statistic:
Williams' dorm damage bill for last
year was all of $0. Alfond' s
unclaimed damage totaled $8,839.
Dorm damage is not cool. It's not
funny. I don't mean to be dramatic,
but it tears apart our very sense of
community. It's a way for a handfu l
of students to make asses of themselves in a very public and negative
way. We all do things that we regret,
but the excuse "Hey, I was drunk"
quickl y loses its power to excuse. In
order to grow as people, we must
take responsibility for our actions
and their effects.
I want to apologize to the girls
whose room 1 turned into an indoor
pool and offe r to pay for any damage or cleanup.
And if I'm ever allowed back in
Marriner, I'll bring over some pool
toys.

Clif ton Bulla rd is ti weekl y
columnist f o r the Echo.

(Have your health questions answered by Student Health On Campus)
'*

Q. I recently had unprotected sex with a guy I met at a party. Since then, I
have heard from several people that I was hard ly his first. Obviousl y I am concerned about STDs, particularl y HIV, and I want to know how long I need to
wait before I take nn HIV test to be sure the results include this encounter,
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A. It normall y takes between one and three months before the bod y produces
enough antibodies, which arc disease-fighting proteins, for HIV to be detected
in a standard HIV test. In some cases, though, it may take six months or so for a
detectable level to be produced. Dependent upon the amount of stress the waiting is causing you, it may bo best to be tested at three months, nnd then again
*!
after six months, jus t to be sure. The Garrison Poster Health Center offers confidentinl HIV tests. The health center offers severa l STD tests, in addition to HIV.
Aside from HIV, a STD of particular concern for you due to your situation will
;
be human pap illomavirus (HPV), which is responsible for abnormal pap smears
and genital warts or can be without symptoms. HPV js easily transmittnble .. . ;
through sexual contact and is the most prevalent STD on the Colby campus. I ' ;;
urge you to make an appointment at the health center (xi 3394) for a consultation
*
with a member of the staff to get things started nnd to put things into perspec- '*
'
live.
, 71) submit a question lo SHOC COLBY, dt;p osi\) / our question in the SHOC box in ' _
the Student Center (on the shelf hy the mailboxes) or in Dana (on the bench outside the ' >• ¦•"¦
dining Ml) .
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Field hockey besm 1

DEmSTATOR
m THE imEK
Abby Kussell '02

JpcobW

Kussell made eleven saves in Saturday's 3-0
, o shutout victory over Tufts. Kussell lias been a
steady force alLyear for the Lady Mules in
goal. She has allowed more than one goal only
once all season and is one of the top goalies in
the NESCAC.
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remains undefeatedVl
By MIKE MEEOSKI

ued on Saturday as they defeateov
A
Tufts
3-1. The / Tufts "game -had " a
SPORTS EDITOR
much different tone than the UMF
:
a-strong-see-—
^ame—The-Mules-used
For the first timein the program's ond half charge to take and secure
history the Colby women's field the lead for the win.
hockey team is 4-0. The Lady Mules
The first half was played relativecontinued their scorching start; post- ly everi between the two NESCAC
ing, two wins this week. The first teams. Colby opened the scoring
win came out of league Wednesday when BrUce buried a beautiful pass .
4-1 over UMaine-Farmington and from Peters in the back of the Tuft's
the~3e_oiid wiii cafneSaturday-asihe-- ^oalT^fiffts-^vould^not-be-denied-as—
Lady Mules downed Tufts 3-1.
they evened the score at one before
——
-tad y-Mtiles-"-the halfr— ;—
—
"-^OrrWedriesda ^-the
simply
dominated
UMairieColby would regroup at half time
Farrriington in the 4-1 victory. The and stick to their game plan to try to
Lady Mules stormed on the field overtake the Jumbos. In opposition
and took control early. Three first to the UMF game the Mules/ used
half goals gave the Mules a 3:0,lead two goals in the second -- half to
at the half. Defender Marcia secure the win. Bruce scored her secIngraham '02 led the Mules charge ond goal of the game on an assist
with two fifsThalf goals, her first from Peters to open the half. Bruce
was assisted by Becca Bruce '02 and said, "this is always a huge game, it
Lyndsay Peters '03 and her second was great to beat mem this year."
was unassisted; Sandwiched in
Late in the game with the score 2between Ingraham's two goals 1 Tufts called time-out to try to
Brook Brisson '02 scored her first scheme to score the tying goal.
goal of the season on a pass from Colby came out of the time-out and
Sarah Browne '02.
erased all doubt as Wendy Bonner
At the beginning of the second '05 scored a beautiful unassisted
half the Lady Mules relaxed allow- goal to secure the win. Bruce said,
ing UMF to net their only goal of the "Wendy's goal was a great goal, the
game. The goal was a wake up call first of her career/ and it sealed the
as the Lady Mules stifled any other victory for us."
UMF attacks and Peters netted an
Bruce also said how important it
insurance goal on an assist from was to answer the second half
Adrienne LeClair '05 for the 4-1 vic- charge of Tufts."They came out real¦
¦
¦
tory. ". ¦ " "'
ty intense with a strong charge, get' ' *, • ->--:•¦-.' '
The Lady Mules totally dominat- ting the ball in our defensive end,
ed ih several of the statistical cate- when we stopped them from scoring
gories. The Lady Mules had 32 shots I knew we could win," said Bruce.
to UMF's 4 and the goalie tandem of
Bruce also praised the play of
Carrie Torrisi '02 and Maura Myers Melissa Mullen '05 who stepped in
'€4 only had to make one save while and played well in place of Christine
Putnum '05.
UMF's goalie had to make 18.
Brisson^was surprised~athow the— ¦ Melissa-showed a lotrof poise,team had dominated UMF statisti- she could not have flayed better,"
cally. "They are a good team, who said Bruce. Brisson thinks there is a ;
always are intense and play physi- clear difference between Colby and
other teains^w^j us^ut
nrri^ther
' ' cal, they; make us play our best,/^she
^
^
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said. Brisson also thought the key to teams, we are in better condition
getting off'to such a good start was and have more energy when the
ing!hard-we-will go far this season."
beating UMF to the ball.
game is on the line, I think the evi"It was an incredible game. After
"We had a bit of a letdown to dence is the second half versus
losing to them last year in overtime start the second half," she said. "But Tufts."
last year I think we all just wanted it their goal woke us up and then we
The Lady Mules look to continue
more than they did. It was great to shut them down," Brisson was also their hot streak this week when they
watch us play with that much heart happy with team play, as every play- p lay Saint Joseph's Thursday at 4
¦
and determination," said Captain - er saw time for the Lady Mules.. "If p.m. This weekend they travel to_.
we play as hard as we did today and Connecticut College for a 12 p.m.
Lizzy Rice '02.
The Mules^will face the Umvgjsity play like we did as a team we will start Saturday and then to Plymouth
of Southern Maine Huskies on their continue to be successful," Brisson State on Sunday.
'~~~ "
"' —~ ¦'" ¦
¦
home field this Thursday at 4 p.m., r~ said7~"~
¦
"i
and travel tO|Connecticut College this
The Lad y Mules success continSaturday at noon.
"The big thing is that we need to
focus on communication," said Hicks.
"We need to remember to have' fun on
the field because that is when we play
Also completealignment shocks, struts, etc
jSl
our best."
MMH

——

Colby women's soccer finis
week with two big wins
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN
^STAFF WRITER
The Colby women's soccer, team
needed a strong week . and got just
that, notching victories against the
University of Maine at. Farmington
Beavers 2-1 on Wednesday, and-the
4 Tufts University^urnbos-wjth-a^coreof 3-0 on Saturday.
Oh Wednesday the White Mules
had to travel to Farmington to play a
non-conference game. The Mules hard
effort paid off as forward Christine
O'Doninell '03 helped her team by
scoring a goal with only 56 seconds
left in the game, which sent Colby Into
* overtime. In overtime the Lady Mules
squeaked out a win with a goal from
¦
.- Forward Christina Aridaya '05 assisted by midfielder KatieEgan '02 at the,
'' ! :
10:48 mark.
,.
"We didn't play up to our potential," said Assistant Coach Katie
" Rowen. "However, we came .out on
• top and that's what is important."
"Most of the game was back and
forth, and towards the end of the second half we eased off a little bit which
didn't help us," said Andaya. "We j ust
; tried to beat them with whatever fire
we had left in us in overtime."
The White Mules then challenged
the Jumbos on their home field on
Saturday. Colby was off to a very
strong start as they had good possession of the ball for the beginning of the
first half, and had strong determination to score. This kept the Mules in
the offensive zone- and lead to their
first goat scored by Stephanie Hicks
. '03 off of a corner kick at 18:53.
"This game was a matter of us not
letting anything mental beat us," said
, Hicks, "it was also a way for us to

^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
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seek revenge because last season we
were beating Tufts aiid then they came
back to win me gairte 3^."
The Lady Mules certainly got their
revenge this year, and let the Jumbos
know in the second half that they
were not going to let anything get in
their way of a win. Colby's second
goal was scored by O'Donnell after
accelerating by the defense and shooting it into the far comer past the
Jumbo 's goaltender in the 78th
minute. With the 2-0 lead the Mules
confidence grew stronger as they,
fou ght even harder for the ball and
showed no let up.
"We wanted this game badly," said
Captain Michelle Mancuso '02. "There
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was no way we were going to let the
DEI NCAA 2000 runner-ups stop us,"
"The. second half was much better
defensively," said Hicks. "We , were
much more confident in our playing
because we started to relax morel"
To finish off" the game, midfielder
Lauren Gremelspacher '03 scored a
^
beautiful goal on a pass from forward
Michelle Sawyer '05 at 86:30.
Goaltender Abby Kussell '02 was on
hef toes the entire game and really
saved her team with some great saves.
KusselP*gave the Mules a shut out
against the Jumbos with 11 saves.
"We have a very good soccer
team," said Rowen. "We have lots of
talented players and if we keep work-

Football inconsistent in opener, falls 28-13

'¦ - .

.
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_ _ _Colby_quarterb^

By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

'"~ Tt is often said that the first- p lay
of the season will be a sign of things
to come. Hopefull y that is not the
case for the Colby White Mule's
football team.
The Mules were beaten by the
Williams Ephs 28-13 on Saturday at
Seaverns Field. Coming off last season's upset loss, Williams . came out
with revenge on their mind.
Williams made fewer mistakes than

"
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say die attitude they are-known for
under coach Tom i Austin and
answered the Williams score with a
solid drive of their own. Conley
completed a 40-yard pass to Jason
Cunnane '03 on third down to sustain the drive but the Mules stalled
inside the twenty and Keith
Jonassen '02 split the uprights to
make the score 7-3.
The Mules inability to execute
inside the red zone would hurt them
all day. The Mules would have three
additional drives in the fi rst half that

saw them inside the twenty but only
would come away with a field goal.
One field goal- was missed and the
other had an exchange problem, as
the snap was mishandled and the
Mules twice came away with nothing--¦ After the game, Austin said that
Williams is, "a very good team, we
can't have the failure we had in the
red zone if we want to beat a team
like that."
Williams was stifled for most of
the half after their early touchdown

.

Colby and made the big plays when
they needed them, which was the
difference in the. game.
The Mules received the opening
kickoff and on the first play from
scrimmage-quarterback Pat Conley
'03 was intercepted by a Williams'
defensive back who returned the
ball to the Colby three yard line. On
the next play fullback Tyler Shea
rumbled in from three yards outgiving the Ephs a 7-0 lead only 5.0"seconds into the game.
The Mules would show the never

but were able to add a field goal late
in the second quarter. The score at
the half was 10-6 in favor of Williams
but Colby had clearly outplayed
them since the interception.
The Mules would kick to
Williams to start the second half and
the defense would make their first
big play. Jeff Owen '03 intercepted a
pass at the Williams 28-yard line.
The'Mules went for the end zone on
the next play - the pass was incomplete but Williams had interfered
with the Mule's wide, receiver and
the penalty again moved the Mules
inside the twenty. However, the
Mules would again come Up empty
giving the ball up on downs to the
Ephs.
. ' .' ".• "This was
turning point of
the game," Austin
said. "We needed
to punch the ball
in the end zone,
we just didn't capitalize."
Williams
would get a gift
frbirPGoTrtyTh~the
third
quarter
when setting up to
punt the snap
went
over
Jonassen's head and he alertly
knocked it out of the end zone to
prevent the touchdown but gave up
a safety/Williams would add another field goal in the quarter to make
the score 15-6.
The fourth quarter was a continuation of what the crowd had seen
earlier in the game, Williams making
big plays and Colby not coming up
with the big plays when they needed
them. Williams would put together a
solid drive and on fourth and goal
quarterback Joe Reardbn '04 rolled
to the right and tossed back across
the field to his ti ght end who was
upended but managed to get in to
the end zone. The extra" point failed
and the score, was now 21-6
Williams.
. Colby would show the fight it has
been known for and mount a scoring
drive late in the fourth quarter when
Conley hit Cunnane on a pass from
26-yards" out. Cunnane made a great

catch shaggih^
Williams's defender.
—*¦
On the ensuing drive the defense
could not get the stop It needed and
Williams rurinine back Mike Hackett
'04 scored on a 44-yard run to put
the game out of reach.
The positives Colby could take
away from the loss was the things
that went wrong can be corrected.
Any observer could see that the
Mules outplayed Williams at times
during Saturday's contest The
Mules lack of execution in the red
zone and. their in ability to finish of
drives, only scoring three times out
of seven inside the twenty, also, lejd
' " "" to their defeat.
"We were too
inconsistent*"
Austin said. "We
did some good
things but Our
execution
faltered at points
and they simply
made the big
plays,
"The tools are
definitely
in
p lace. When we
get to work this
week we will
make improvements and be read y to go next
¦'
' '. ¦'
week," he added.
. Conley had a solid game going
25-51 for 279 yards 1touchdown and
2 interceptions. His leading receivers
were Cunnane, who had 8 catches
for 157, and Danny Noyes '02, who
had seven catches for 70 yards.
The defensive effort was lead by
linebackers Mike Moran '03 aifd
Luke Webster '03, who recorded 22
and 19 tackles respectively.
The Mules travel to Middlebury
next weekend to take on the
Panthers, who defeated Bowdoin 2J7 on Saturday. Look for the Mules to
be much sharper and focused this
week as they look to pick up their
first win. ExpectrthrrdefeiTseto dominate Middlebury and for Noyes to
get more touches on offense, and
likewise the offense to perform better inside the red zone,

Men's Soccer handles Thomas, falls to Tufts
Colby
Thomas

8
0

Colby
Tufts

0
2
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By MIKE SHEA

STAI-T WRITER

Men 's soccer split games last
week, defeating Thomas College
on Monday, nnd losing to Tufts on
Saturday, The teams record is now
1-3, but they hnve yet to secure a
win in the hi g hl y competitive
NESCAC.
Tuesday 's defeat of Thomas
College was very decisive. Colb y
poured on the scoring in both
halves. The team scored eig ht
goals in all. Contributions came
fro m Jamie Lue '03, and David
Manning '02. Mike Ungercr '04,
Dan Ruiz '05, nnd Zach Shull '03
each added two goals.
The defense wns again strong,
not allowing Thomas any serious
chances. The game was important
as Colb y was finall y able to
unleash some offensive power.
However, on Saturday, in a
more important NESCAC game
against Tufts, the White lylules did
not fare as well. The team came
out strong nnd was able to contro l
the ball very well throughout Jthe
midfield , Both Colb y and Tufts
made their share of runs nt the net
in the first half.
Late in the firs t, Tufts received
a freo kick just outside the ei ghteen-yard box. A Tufts p layer
redirected the pass off of his head
past keeper Andy Dnnzinger '03
and Into the back of the net, Colb y
went into the half down 1-0.
The second half was very similar to the first, ' Both Colb y nnd

Tufts battled for possession
through the midfield. Colby was
able to string together some good
passes and put some good shots
on net. However, they were
unable to finish and Tufts cap italized.
Down a goal, the White Mules
were forced , to take more offensive
chances, leaving the defensive
third open for Tufts' breakaways.
As the game progressed, Tufts
possessed the ball more and maintaining pressure in Colb y 's defensive half and eventuall y were able
to score a second time and seal the
victory. The game ended at 2-0
and Colb y remains winless in the
NESCAC.
This weekend' s game saw three
freshman receiving si gnificant
minutes. Dan Ruiz '05, J Ryan
Boccu/.zi '05, and Brian Kell y '05
all made strong contributions
against Tuf ts. Kell y provided the
team with , a dangerous new
weapon , His throw-ins consistently reached the ei ghteen-yard box
and were very accurate.
Colby 's defense played strong
again as the team awaits the
return of injured p layers to make
the team much more dangerous.
Colb y looks forward to next weekend' s revenge match against
Connecticut College, who defeated Colb yllast season.
"We . iiccd to put together two
solU'l halves of soccer," said
Captain Sean Skulley '02. The
team also p lays University of
Southern Maine on Wednesday
and look to bring their overall
record to an even 3-3 nnd secure
an important , NESCAC win
against* Conn. "We're looking for a
two win week," said Hend Coach
Mark Sercljehian.
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Colb y def enscman Josh Zzveig '04 clears the ball in the Mules 2-0 loss to Tufts.
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Women's Soccer team has Colby Field Hockey Contin- Goalkeeper Abby Kussell
strong week against tough
ues their winning ways
is the Echo's Devastator of
opponents.
against Tufts, UMF.
>
the Week.
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